
     
 

2030: The Environmental issue in the business model of Civil 
and Defense Aerospace Industry 

 
 
In 2008, to become the winner of the third Student Awards’s edition, Gaël Le Bris also had to work on 

the energy and environmental context in 2030. When we discovered his report, seven years later, we were 
surprised to realize how the global context was able to change in just a few years, despite the serious and the 
attention he displayed in order to predict the future environment of the aerospace industry. At this moment, we 
realized that it was a very difficult task to predict the evolution of the business model of the aerospace industry 
by 2030, back in 2015.  

The interest of studying this particular sector is that, despite very long production cycles, to fully 
understand the challenges that the industry is currently facing, one always needs to update the available 
information. First, the economic environment is not easily predictable. While the topic of the last year award was 
about the crucial role that developing countries such as China are expected to play in 2050, its current economic 
crisis, and the slowdown of its economic growth, that is occurring at the moment is seriously questioning our 
vision of the future. Meanwhile, political instability can also have an impact on the aerospace industry, and 
reverse the defense budgets reduction trend, with the increasing militarization of Middle-East countries.  

It is also difficult to anticipate the role that international institutions and states are going to play in the 
upcoming years. International Summits such as Kyoto in 1997 or national initiatives such as the french “Grenelle 
de l’Environnement“ generated big hopes and expectations, along with some disappointment over the years. 
Due to various priorities expressed by the different countries that will attend the 2015 “COP21”, no one can 
predict its successfulness in December. 

Technological innovation is also a source of uncertainty. Even if the aerospace sector is a long cycle 
industry, multiple factors can jeopardize the R&D programs that are supposed to lead to major technological 
breaches. For example, while in 2008, the development of low-consumption aircraft was incentivized by the fear 
of running short of fuel and its high pricing, are these efforts still relevant with its sharp decrease since late 2014, 
and the shale gas exploitation? 

 
Prediction is very difficult, especially if it's about the future. 

Niels Bohr 
 

As reminded by M. Bohr, it is very easy and rewarding to look back at the predictions realized in the past 
by other USAIRE awarded students, and re-evaluate their accuracy. But Gaël Le Bris may take his revenge: we 
are today dealing with the same issue he faced seven years ago, and the predictions we are building will also be 
severely challenged in the upcoming years. The objective of this report is to gather data, collect some expert’s 
opinion to give us some hints about how to answer these complex questions.  

It was quickly obvious for us that we had to adopt a transverse approach to address all the facets of the 
environmental issue. Some technological notions were of course necessary to understand the upcoming 
innovations developed by industrials to meet the increasing expectations of airline companies. Since the notion 
of business model is involved, it was also necessary to understand the economic and strategic factors that are 
currently shaping the aerospace business. Finally, based on our common formation, we also had to adopt a 
political and juridical approach to understand the environmental issue. 

 
This paper will primarily focus on the business model evolutions impacting the aerospace industry, then 

it will present an overview of the global environmental issues and how they are being addressed by industries as 
well as institutions. Last, we will discuss the various technologies that will be available by 2030 to help ensure a 
sustainable growth of this industry.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



     
 

1. Growth and business model evolutions are expected for the civil aerospace 
industry, while the defense sector has to diversify and improve its performance to 
face a shrinking market.  

 

 The civil aerospace industry needs to understand the evolution of its business 
environment, in order to benefit from the increasing demand. 
 
On August 17th 2015, the most important airplane order in History was made by the Indian airline Indigo: 

320 Airbus Neo jets, for a total of US$26.55 billion
i
. Even if this amount may seem enormous for outside 

observers, this is anything but a surprise for an industry whose total annual orders have been multiplied by 6 
over the last 30 years

ii
. Meanwhile, the increasing success of the Paris Air Show (US$150 billion orders in 

2013, US$130 billion in 2015
iii
) is a good illustration of the continuously growing interest for the aerospace 

industry.  
34300 new aircrafts are expected to be delivered by 2030, and revenues seem to be following the same 

trend: +7.7% from 2013 to 2014 for the top 20 aerospace and defense companies, with a significant increase of 
operating profit (+13.6%). Meanwhile, passenger travel demand is also growing, with a sharp 428% rise from 
1981 to 2014 and an expected 5% annual growth until 2030. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

However these numbers do not reflect the pressure that the aeronautical industry has been 
knowing for several years. The market is shifting towards developing countries, with growing expectations 
addressed to industrials, such as the need to deliver these aircrafts on time. In the upcoming years, the 
aerospace companies have to factor in the necessity to increase their production capabilities, in the evolution 
of their business model. Moreover, with the rising demand of the flying public for lower rates, operators are 
pushing for the development of low-consumption aircrafts at lower prices, which requires a strong research & 
development policy from industrials.  

This pressure is impacting every level of the value chain, and the current scatter of suppliers will need 
to evolve towards a more concentrated environment, in order to increase its production rate while reducing its 
production costs. In 2013, Airbus had more than 35 500 suppliers

iv
, and all of them do not have the means to 

reach the investment level required by the next aircraft generation. Mergers and Acquisitions are expected to 
occur, while suppliers may be interested in sharing their expertise. In the upcoming years, industrials will need to 
anticipate this paradigm shift. 

Yet, industrials need to conduct other changes in the business model than mere innovations. More and 
more airline companies are also asking for a more integrated offer: not only do they want to buy a solution, 
but they also want a follow-up including repair and maintenance services. Industrials need to accept this 
diversification of their activity: it will enable them to have a better control of the whole aircraft lifecycle, from 
production to recycling, and ensure them a stable and sustainable source of income. 

 
The economic context for civil aerospace therefore presents some interesting opportunities for existing 

or incoming players, as long as they have the strong investment capabilities required. The demand for next 
generation aircraft is permanently increasing, and will affect the value chain as it exists today. Consolidation, 
diversification and technological innovation are keys for commercial aerospace industrials to face the upcoming 
challenges. 

Figure 1 : History and forecast for large commercial aircraft orders and production (source : Deloitte. 2015 Global aerospace and 
defense industry outlook). 



     
 

 The reduction of western defense budgets explains cost reduction programs within the 
defense aerospace industry, and the need to find new business opportunities. 

 
39%: that’s the share of the U.S. budget in the total global spent regarding defense. Therefore, it is 

no surprise that any change in the U.S. military budget hast a tremendous impact on the defense aerospace 
market.  

In 2011, Republicans accepted to raise the debt ceiling in exchange for serious deficit reduction in the 
U.S. budget. Obama had to commit to cut domestic spending over the next 10 years by about US$1 trillion

v
. The 

military budget has been severely affected by this deal: in 2013, the Budget Control Act took effect including a 
US$37 billion cut in defense spending, and US$52 billion of expected annual reductions for the next nine years. 

 

 
 

 

Automation, digital product development, computer aided design and simulation are some of the 
processes that have been developed in order to reduce costs, and avoid expensive labor forces. Here again, 
consolidations are expected to happen in the incoming years, especially in Europe. Indeed, as stated by the 
European Commission, the European industrial environment suffers from a wide range of actors

vi
, in a very 

competitive area where economies of scale are essential to increase market share. 
Industrials must also broaden their scope of activities to meet the states expectations. For instance, the 

market of ISR (intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance) solutions is still growing, with the increasing use of 
unmanned aircraft. Moreover, integration of big data analysis or cyber security to existing solutions need 
to be developed by aerospace industrials, since these technologies are often related and operated within 
different business units within the same group (Cassidian for Airbus, Thales Communications & Security…). 
Finally, advice, repair and maintenance are definitely new ways of doing business for industrials, but are the 
best answers to the increasing demand for externalization by customers who are looking for more efficiency. 

Even if these changes in the business model are necessary for industrials to come through this complex 
economic environment, it is important to notice that the growing international instability may force 
governments to reevaluate the opportunity of reducing defense budget. Indeed, the worsening situation in 
East-Europe, Syria and Iraq creates a strong incentive for many governments to invest in defense materials. 
On the 8

th
 of July, while announcing his summer budget, David Cameron pledged to meet NATO's target of 

spending: 2% of national income on defense every year, up to 2020
vii

. On the 16
th
 of February 2015, Egypt 

decided to equip its Army with Dassault’s Rafales, and signed a US$5.2 Billion contract
viii

. Even if western 
countries are not investing as much as they used to in military expenses, countries that feel threatened are still 
increasing their defense budget, such as Saudi Arabia, UAE, India, Russia and South Korea. 

The generalization of asymmetric conflicts could also explain a strong demand in fighter planes in the 
incoming years, while states are more and more reluctant to put “boots on the ground”. A broad coalition led by 
the U.S. is constantly bombing ISIL positions in Syria and Iraq. Part of this coalition since the 29

th
 of August, 

Turkey is also using its aircraft against Kurdish movements, while the Saudi Air Force struggles with Houthis 
rebels in Yemen. Meanwhile, drones are constantly monitoring terrorists’ movements in Afghanistan and 
Pakistan. Aircraft strikes are always seen as a strong destabilizing factor for the enemy, while the use of drone is 
a way to “project power without projecting vulnerability”

ix
, which remains a very strong argument for policy 

makers. 
 

Cost reductions, diversification and exportations are currently the most important challenges that 
defense aerospace industrials have to address, in order to survive to western defense budget reductions; 
exportations towards emerging markets are the only way for companies to resist this very competitive 
environment. 

Strong defense budget cuts 

were also observed in most 

western countries until 2014, 

forcing industrials to focus on 

operating margins, and to find 

new markets through 

diversification and increasing 

internationalization. 

Figure 2.: Defense revenue and operating margins (source : Deloitte. Global aerospace and defense industry outlook). 



     
 

2. The ever more important environmental problematic could hamper growth for the 
aerospace and defense industry if not addressed properly  

 
 A gradual global awareness about the urge to protect the environment  

 
Since 1970 and the oil shocks, nature has been gradually taken into account in growth forecasts

x
. This trend 

was soon followed by a UN conference on the environment, held in Stockholm in 1972. Sixteen years later, the 
UN released the Brundtland report, using for the first time the expression “sustainable growth”. The Earth 
Summit of Rio in 1992 was another milestone of the rising global awareness about climate change. The Kyoto 
Protocol was later implemented to reduce gas emissions. More recently, on October 23rd 2014, European Union 
leaders agreed on the 2030 policy framework for climate and energy, targeting a 40% reduction of gas 
emission reduction compared to the 1990’s level. 

It is now common knowledge that environmental issues can prevent businesses from growing. Indeed not 
protecting the environment could be more expensive than doing nothing, hence the vital importance of the COP 
21 for the future of the global economic model. In that regard, various countries have expressed their “Intended 
Nationally Determined Contribution”, showing an interest for the protection of the environment. Despite the fact 
that this conference does not take into account Aerospace activity, environmental issues are definitely on the 
current political agenda.  

The main topic of the Paris Air Show 2015 was the environment, since aerospace activity clearly plays a 
significant role in climate change, air quality, and noise pollution

xi
. Aircraft produce CO2 emissions resulting 

from the burning of kerosene, but carbon dioxide is not the only greenhouse gas emitted by aircraft. Planes also 
emit NOx (Nitrogen Oxide), which has three times the radiative forcing effect on climate change than what would 
be expected from classic CO2 emissions alone

xii
. Planes also emit water vapor, unburned hydrocarbons, carbon 

monoxide and Sulphur oxides, gases which, if delivered at high altitudes, can have a far greater impact on 
climate change than other sources of combustion byproducts. For instance, water vapor trails at high altitudes 
(contrails) interact directly with the Earth’s radiation balance, whereas they are inoffensive on the ground. This 
high atmosphere pollution explains why the overall climate effect of aviation greenhouse gases is much higher 
than the pollution merely resulting from CO2 combustion.  

Another point is the responsibility of aviation in air pollution around major airports. In the vicinity of airports, 
planes landing and taking off emit volatile organic compounds (VOCs), NOx, carbon monoxide (CO) and 
particulate matter (PM), substances which contribute to local air quality depletion. As a result of aviation impacts 
on air quality and noise, some airport expansion plans have been delayed and canceled, hindering the growth of 
air transportation.  
 

 
Figure 3: The evolution of global air travel over the next 30 years and its environmental impact (source: Sustainable Aviation: 
Environmental Innovations) 

 

 
 The interactions between defense and environment are ambivalent 

 
From a military perspective, the environment is defined as a theater of operations. This vision could fuel a 

conflict between strategic goals and the prevention of pollution
xiii

. One could indeed say that, when designing 
military jets, noise is hardly a criterion compared to imperatives such as power, velocity, and capacity to carry 
missiles. Sustainable growth can therefore be perceived as a burden for the reactivity and efficiency of military 
operations.  

Issues 
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Efficiency 
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A balance must be found between the need for the readiness of the military aviation, and sustainable 
growth

xiv
. Army’s main reason for reducing noise footprint is its public relations with its neighbors, but it can be 

useful during operations. In 2011, high-tech stealth helicopters appeared in public consciousness after the raid 
on Bin Laden’s compound in Pakistan, proving that with engineering improvements, armed forces can mitigate 
the roar of fighter aircraft. As for planes, the JAS 39 Gripen of SAAB allows for flexibility in performing noise 
abatement maneuvers during takeoff and landing

xv
.  

 
The Ministries of defense have identified environmental issues as potentially dangerous for global security, 

especially in an unstable world. From a national point of view, since the role of the army is to defend a given 
territory, it must make sure that the environment is not destroyed. A government must indeed be able to manage 
the resources of its territory : hindering the country from achieving its missions would not be adequate on a 
strategic dimension

xvi
. Considering operations outside the country, it is now necessary to take into account the 

impact of an air raid on the environment, which is facilitated by the use of more modern and precise weapons, as 
mentioned before. The massive bombings that occurred in Vietnam and Kosovo have been disastrous for the 
environment (the operation Ranch Hand in Vietnam between 1962 and 1971 destroyed 1/5th of the Vietnamese 
forests), which did not help the case of the attackers, with regards to public opinion inside and outside the 
community targeted

xvii
. A military victory could indeed become a political defeat, due to media coverage in an 

ever more connected society.  This situation could also affect the image of defense industries as a whole, which 
would hamper their growth.    

 
3. Industrials and Institutions, between regulations and governance : towards a more 

collaborative model 
  
 International establishment of a legal framework, followed by national implementations 

 
For security matters, the aerospace industry has always been framed by international regulations 

produced by specialized organizations, such as the ICAO (The United Nations Specialized Agency) or the 
EASA at the European level. These regulations are then implemented by states through national agencies, such 
as the CAA in the United Kingdom or the DGAC in France. 

Policies, standards and guidelines produced by these organizations are often used as references 
at the national level, and that is why these structures are well-equipped to address the environmental issue at a 
global level. Created in 1944 in Montréal, the ICAO expressed in the 1980s the concern about climate change 
and reduction of gas emissions, and the creation in 1983 of the Committee on Aviation Environmental Protection 
demonstrates its will to deepen its commitment to bring about environmental matters

xviii
. 

Following the 37th Session of the ICAO Assembly, the Organization undertook intense capacity-building 
initiatives in consultation and cooperation with member states. The objective of the ICAO was to raise 
awareness about this issue at an international level, and help every member identify their means of action. As a 
result, within just a few years, this program has successfully facilitated the preparation and submission of state 
action plans representing approximately 80% of global international air traffic. In 2016, the ICAO will discuss 
reduction of gas emissions in the air transportation, by proposing a compensation system leading companies to 
fund environmental programs, like the EU ETS System (inspired by the Pigovian tax model, whose objective was 
to take into account negative externalities). 

Finding an international agreement on these very sensitive issues has never been easy, and many 
criticize the ICAO for not producing enough regulations. However an industrial made the assumption on the topic 
that “Aviation is a global business and emissions are a global issue. We can’t operate with a patchwork of 
regional laws and regulations”, thus emphasizing the role of international organization in this matter

xix
.  

The reduction of carbon emissions, but also noise reduction are concerns addressed by international 
institutions. For example, at the European level, the EU Environmental Noise Directive forces any airport “with 
more than 50 000 aircraft movements a year or which impacts a densely populated urban area” to produce a 
noise action plan and strategic noise maps. 

Dynamics at national levels also create legal frameworks for industrials: The US intends to reduce 
its greenhouse gas emissions by 28% below its 2005 level by 2025

xx
. The EU and its member states are 

committed to a binding target of at least 40% domestic reduction in greenhouse gas emissions by 2030, 
compared to 1990. The current undertaking is a 20% emission reduction commitment by 2020 compared to 
1990. By 2030, China will achieve the peaking of carbon dioxide, will lower carbon dioxide emissions per unit of 
GDP by 60% from the 2005 level, will increase the share of non-fossil fuels in energy consumption to 20%, and 
increase the forest stock volume by 4,5 billion cubic meters. 
Defense industrials are also affected by an increasing demand for low-consumption materials. All over the 

world, Ministries of Defense are also becoming more and more committed to reduce their carbon footprint. The 



     
 

balance between operational efficiency and environmental protection is sometimes hard to find, but Air forces 

are now taking the environmental factor into account.  

First, training flight hours are optimized, while the army is incentivized to use simulators. Ways of 
operating are also impacted: for example, the NATO document Stanag 71-41 defines an environmental 
doctrine, with a prioritization of objectives. Strategic bombing has been replaced by new technologies, weapons 
are more precise: some bombs are laser guided or GPS guided. Collateral damages are hence reduced, 
especially concerning the environment, and it fosters industrials to invest more in these weapons systems. In 
France, the inter-army directive n°514/DEF/EMA/EMP.5/NP on the protection of environment during operations 
was implemented in May 2004. 

Yet, the main focus is about reducing the use of carbon based-fuels. The U.S. Department of 
defense is recently said to pay US$150 per gallon for alternative jet fuel made from algae

xxi
, while the U.S. Navy 

objective is to purchase 50% of its energy consumption from alternative sources by 2020. The French 
Army is also going in the same direction

xxii
, while the Israel Defense Forces are now recycling their fuel

xxiii
.  

Reducing the carbon print of airbases is also a growing military concern. In France, the increased use 
of electrical solutions through photovoltaic panels and geothermal energy contribute to reduce gas emissions 
while pilots are taught not to fly over some regional parks where endangered species live

xxiv
. Meanwhile, every 

year, the ministry of defense attributes 10 M€ of credits to the research on the environmental dimension of 
defense systems. It currently conducts 42 “eco-conceived” armament programs (the A400M with noise limitation 
and CO2 emissions reduction for example). 

 
Environmental specifications are more and more addressed to aerospace industrials. If they want to 

keep their existing clients, they need to adapt to new regulations and standards developed both by the civil 
aerospace environment and states’ Departments of Defense. It creates an important incentive for them to 
collaborate more closely with public institutions, regarding innovation or development of non-coercive norms. 

 

 Public-Private initiatives: a better way to promote environmental awareness within the 
industrial actors 

 
 Complementary to standards and regulations, partnerships between public actors and companies are 
designed to give clear incentives to invest in low-consumption solutions. The objective is not to punish actors 
that are still polluting, but to prepare the future by pushing the market in the right directions, through a 
collaborative work on technological innovation and international standardization. 
 In Europe, the CLEAN SKY project was initiated in 2008 and represents a unique Public-Private 
Partnership between the European Commission and the industry. Clean Sky’s research work is divided among 
six different platforms, called Integrated Technology Demonstrators, and each platform has two industrial 
leaders, such as Airbus Group, Thales, Safran or Rolls Royce. These leaders provide around 50% of the 
investment, while the rest is split among partners and associates, such as universities (EPFL de Lausanne, Delft 
University, Nottingham…)

xxv
. 

 The 6 ITDs are covering the areas where technological innovation can play a significant role in the 
incoming years, such as smart fixed wing aircraft, green rotorcraft or even eco-design. 
 The CLEAN SKY project follows the goals settled by the ACARE, the Advisory Council for Aviation 
Research, whose objective is to reduce drastically the environmental impact of aviation by developing and 
implementing cutting-edge technologies for delivery by 2020 (50% reduction of CO2 emissions by significantly 
cutting fuel consumption, 80% reduction of NOx emissions, 50% reduction of external noise, green product life-
cycles through design manufacturing, maintenance and disposal/recycling). 

With regards to air traffic management, the European SESAR Program was founded in 2008. 
Granted with a budget of €2.1 billion, the program has the support of the European Commission and 
Eurocontrol, and benefits from contributions made by the manufacturing industry (Airbus, Thales) as well as air 
navigation service providers (Deutsche Flugsicherung, Aena, DSNA). These 2500 experts, coming from various 
horizons, have set themselves the target to reducing fuel consumption by 10% per flight. 

In the U.S., the CLEEN program is developed by the Federal Aviation Administration and can be 
considered as the equivalent of CLEAN SKY in Europe, even if the objectives are not exactly the same. Noise 
reduction, for example, is the priority, with a 32 dB cumulative reductions targeted in 2018. It also involves 
industrial partners, such as Boeing, General Electric, and Rolls-Royce, in addition to famous research center, 
such as the University of Dayton Research Institute, or Georgia Tech. 
 To illustrate their commitment towards environmental protection, manufacturers are increasingly working 
on their compliance with non-mandatory norms, as did Airbus Group with the ISO 14001

xxvi
. Furthermore, they 

collaborate with public institutions to establish these non-coercive norms, by offering their expertise in different 
working groups at national and international levels (within the French AFNOR for example).  



     
 

 
It is crucial to notice that this way of addressing the environment issue is drastically changing the way 

of doing business for aerospace industrials, towards a more collaborative innovation process. In the global 
market, collaborative innovation rewards all the companies that decided to aggregate their investment 
capabilities. It is the best way for suppliers to survive in a very competitive environment, while getting closer to 
the big companies and regulating institutions

xxvii
. This creates a major incentive to any aerospace industrial 

which does not want to risk missing any key technological innovation: it will also be willing to invest, therefore 
enhancing these programs, and forcing its competitors to do the same. With regards to the environmental issue 
and the need for massive investments, this is definitely a virtuous circle. 

 The development of the A350, with composite materials (weight reduction of 200kg per passenger, 
better fuel-efficiency) and more silent engines (30% noise reduction), illustrates the success of such 
collaboration. The contribution of small companies that were suppliers of Airbus Group shall not be 
underestimated, and it strengthened their relation with the Original Equipment Manufacturer, which constitutes 
an interesting guarantee in a very competitive environment.  

 
 

4. Technological innovation, the prerequisite to a successful sustainable evolution of 
the business model in aerospace 

 
 

 Rationalization and improvement of current processes 
 
Operations 

 Air Traffic Management is allowed by Air Navigation Service Providers”
xxviii

, providing performance based 
navigation in real time, and taking into account weather conditions for an optimized and more direct route. 
By 2030, the airspace will be optimized through the implementation of NextGen in the US and the SESAR 

system (Single European Sky ATM Research Program) in Europe
xxix

.  
 Surface management system can result in significant fuel savings (the global short haul fleet burns 5 

million tons of fuel per year through taxiing
xxx

). Many sustainable taxiing systems exist, such as the EGTS 
Electric Taxiing System which attaches an Auxiliary Power Unit Generator powering electric motors on 
the main wheels, saving airlines up to 4% of their total fuel consumption. Other solutions, such as external 
hybrid-electric tractors, will mostly become commonplace in airports worldwide by 2030. 

 Optimized Approach consists in a continuous descent, therefore reducing noise and fuel burn, whereas 
standard airport approach paths involve a series of stepped descents. At the San Francisco International 
Airport, the combination of a Precision Runway Monitor and the Simultaneous Offset Instrument 
Approach led to increase the landing operations per hour, reducing delays by 25% and preventing planes 

from circling over the airport
xxxi

.   
 

 
Figure 4 : Air Traffic Management (source : Airbus Environment -  Sustainable Aviation Environmental Innovations – 2013) 

 

 
Aircraft disposal 

Over the next 20 years, about 7,000 planes will have to be dismantled. The Aircraft Fleet Recycling 
Association (AFRA) organizes motorists and actors of the aerospace sector, and manages the dismantling of 
used planes. It is in charge of dismantling 150 planes/year, following this scheme: identification of materials, 
dismantling, depollution, recycling. Hazardous substances and radioactive materials are to be treated in 
accordance with the REACh regulation

xxxii
.  

Airbus initiated the PAMELA (Process for Advanced Management of End of Life Aircraft) Program, 
allowing for the recycling of 80% of the aircraft. This project led to the creation of Tarmac Aerosave, a company 
specialized in recycling aircraft and recovering materials. 



     
 

 
A sustainable manufacturing process 

Along the whole production chain (from design to dismantling), aerospace production sites are gradually 
becoming environmentally certified. Boeing is for instance working toward a target of zero growth by 2017 in 
greenhouse gas emissions, water intake, and waste generation in facilities. At its Renton 737 factory, 100% of 
the electricity comes from renewable sources

xxxiii
. It also developed a chrome-free paint by Boeing (Boegel), to 

be used on the AH-64, H-47 and V-22 aircraft
xxxiv

. As stated before, Airbus obtained the ISO14001 
environmental certification in 2007, covering its production sites, products and services throughout a lifecycle 
approach, and so did Dassault 

xxxv
. The blue5 initiative from Airbus has set environmental targets that will have 

to be attained by 2020.  

 
 Technological evolutions 

 
More efficient and less polluting engines 

The continuation of ongoing technology research is expected to reduce fuel consumption over the next 15 
years. The A380 is equipped with the Trent 900 engine, resulting in a 20% reduction in fuel consumption. Those 
engines are pushing the theoretical limits for such devices, so it is difficult to make it even better without cutting-
edge innovations.  

LEAP is an example of highly efficient jet engines with large fan 
diameters which provide strength without higher weight. It is also 
more silent, and ensures 15% lower CO2 emissions, 50% lower NOx 
emissions, and a 75% reduction in noise pollution. It will be ready 
around 2020, while Airbus and Boeing are remotorizing their A320 
and B737 (becoming A320 Neo and B737 Max) with those engines.  

Concerning noise, Airbus Group created the “zero splice 
inlet

xxxvi
”, a device dramatically reducing the noise of the engine 

during takeoff and landing phases. 
The Open Rotor (non-ducted) is another cutting edge innovation, 

allowing for 15% less fuel consumption than current CFM 56 

engines
xxxvii

. These kinds of engines are to be placed at the rear of 
the plane, since they will be much wider. One of their 
disadvantages is the noise they produce, resulting from the 

absence of fan case to diminish the sound of the rotating blades. Ground tests will begin in early 2016, and 
flights tests will follow in 2019

xxxviii
. It is an option for 2030 as a replacement of turbofans.  

 
Improved airframe 

A solution for better aerodynamics would be a blended structure to increase the lift/drag ratio, as do the 
wings of the B-2 bomber

xxxix
. The NASA has explored options for quieting the plane, with turbofans engines on 

the top of the plane’s back end, flanked by two vertical tails (hence shielding people on the ground from the 
noise). Aerodynamics can also be improved with tail and wing technologies, applied to an existing aircraft to 
improve its performance. For instance, laminar flow wings with low drag surfaces increase the drag/lift ratio of 
the plane

xl
. The A320 Neo, which will be available in 2030,  will be equipped with sharklets, resulting in 15% less 

fuel consumption, 50% less NOx emissions and 15db below the limit of ICAO 4th chapter.  
Hydraulic systems and pumps can be replaced by electric systems, which are lighter. Composite carbon 

is used for the structure of new aircraft, such as the Boeing 787 Dreamliner, Bombardier CSeries, and the Airbus 
A350 XWB. Messier-Bugatti launched a certification campaign for its carbon wheels and brakes, replacing iron 
ones and allowing for a gain of 320 kg per plane

xli
. Technical ceramic will also compose the hot parts of the 

engine on the A320 Neo, resulting in a 200kg lighter plane
xlii

.  
 
 
Sustainable fuels 

Alternative fuels must have a higher energy content than conventional hydrocarbons, they must be 
produced in a way not to harm the environment, and must share the same properties as traditional jet fuel in 
order to be quickly available for the existing fleet (drop-in fuels)

xliii
. The industry is working together on this topic, 

through the Sustainable Aviation Fuel Users Group and the Roundtable on Sustainable Biofuels, allowing a 
50% blend of alternative fuel on commercial flights. 

On February 24 2008, a Virgin Atlantic Boeing 747 flew from London to Amsterdam, while one of its four 
engines was powered by synthetic fuel. Eight months later, the USAF flew a B-52 that also burned a synthetic 
fuel blend. These alternatives fuels are produced using the Fischer-Tropsch process, converting coal into 

A Safran Open Rotor at the Paris Air Show 
2015 (credits: Thomas Kefalas) 



     
 

synthesis gas. This process has however been criticized, since its total CO2 output was twice that of 
conventional fuels, and it had a higher NOx emission.  

Another alternative fuel could be hydrogen, whose combustion produces water, and which has three 
times the energy per kilogram of jet fuel. The Phantom Eye surveillance drone is powered by liquid hydrogen, 
but it is doubtful it will be used for commercial aviation

xliv
. However, this fuel must be stored as a liquid at 

temperatures below -253 °C though, and it is ten times less dense than fuel, which makes it very difficult to 
handle.  
Biofuels can derivate from sugar (Farnesane) or tobacco (Solaris)

xlv
. They produce 80% less CO2 than crude oil, 

and consist of second-generation feedstock produced without negatively impacting food supplies. In December 

2014, the Boeing EcoDemonstrator used a 15% blend of biofuel; and the US Navy’s Naval Air Systems 

Command announced its first successful alcohol-to-jet supersonic flight, fueled by renewable isobuthanol
xlvi

.  

According to SWAFEA (Sustainable Way of Alternative Fuel and Energy in Aviation), traditional biomass sources 

(agriculture, forestry) will not be sufficient to reduce the emissions of air transportation by 2030. Large volumes 

of biomass will be needed for a large scale use of biofuel. These resources can be extracted from algae, which 

grow more quickly than traditional crops and produce little carbon.  

Figure 5: Jet kerosene price based on 25% markup over IEA's crude oil forecast in Energy Technology perspectives 2010. 
Carbon price taken from UK DECC 2010 central case forecast for traded carbon price. Schematic, indicative diagram 

(source: IATA Economics). 
 

Bringing electric power to air travel 
Airbus developed an aircraft with zero carbon dioxide emissions, the e-Fan plane, which operates on full 

electric batteries. It will be almost silent, and will be powered by 120 lithium-ion polymer batteries, running the 
twin 30kw engines. It is made from lightweight composite materials. The E-Fan will be used for training at flight 
schools, and it is hoped that E-Fan 2.0 will make its first flight in 2017. The E-Fan 4.0 (a larger plane) will be 
developed in 2019. The objective for 2030 is to make a hybrid-electric 100-seater, but beforehand battery 
technology must be improved, and more energy must be stocked with fewer mass

xlvii
. It is therefore highly 

unlikely that full-size commercial aircraft will be completely battery-powered by 2030. 
 
Developing Game Changing innovations is not sufficient, they need to be viable on the long run too 

Designing new aircraft and developing heavy technologies is a long process and the increasing airline 
demand means the industry relies on updates to existing products rather than dramatic changes to keep up with 
high deliveries rate at low costs

xlviii
. In order for industrials to cope with the need for innovations, they will need to 

finance these technologies on a collective basis, because of the high costs induced and complexity of the 
products (as did Boeing and Embraer in Brazil, to develop new biofuels). Industrials need to think about a better 
integration of suppliers, and not expecting the lowest prices possible from them, but rather to give them an 
incentive to innovate. These innovations will make the business model of aerospace industries evolve

xlix
.  

Environmental innovations will deeply impact the supply chain, since these new technologies will lead to 
the destabilization of the market. In a world unstable by the need to adopt innovations in order to allow for the 
growth of aerospace, industrials will attempt to minimize the risks inherent to their supply chain by acquiring their 
strategic suppliers. Consolidation of the supply chain is therefore a credible scenario for 2030 

 
 
 



     
 

 
Conclusion: 
 
Charles Lindbergh once said, “If I had to choose, I would rather have birds than airplanes”. The goal of 

our paper is to prove that there is no need for such a difficult choice. Preserving the environment and promoting 
air traffic is not antithetical, if managed accordingly. 

 
However, to reach this goal, we need to be able to predict the issues that will rise in the upcoming years, 

and this is not a simple task; it requires a 360° panorama, with economic, political, legal and technological 
notions. Moreover, it is necessary to understand how this specific business is working today, with regards to the 
distinction between defense and civil dynamics. 

 
Forecasts concerning the 2030’s industrial landscape are still depending on multiple hypotheses. What 

will be the COP21 outcomes? Will international instability foster nations to increase their military expenses? Can 
industrial competitors accept to pool their investment capabilities, in order to build the eco-friendly solutions that 
the world expects? Can institutions create realistic standards and incentives for companies that will encourage 
them to play their part? 

We tried in this report to gather some facts, some opinions that may give us a hint on all these 
questions. The increasing demand for aerospace industry is a sure thing; its effective growth depends on its 
ability to adapt its business model to upcoming challenges. We believe that dealing with the environment 
protection will be the key for companies to differentiate from their competitors, and that is why we also believe 
that their current investments in tomorrow’s fuel-effective technologies determine their level of ambition in the 
long run. 
 As business school and political school students, we share the same observation: the way of looking at 
the purposes of a company is definitely changing. Companies do have a social responsibility, and they need to 
interact with institutions and non-profit organizations, to be accepted as a meaningful actor in today’s society. 
Therefore, we believe that collaborative innovation programs, and public-private partnerships are the future of 
the aerospace industry. 
   

Finally, we tried to imagine the strategic environment different actors would have to face, fifteen years 
from now, in order to sum up the observations we made in this report. Not surprisingly, the environmental issue 
is a key strategic component of this revisited version of Porters’ five forces analysis: 
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ANNEXE 2  

 

French Case Study 

« Au sein de l’Armée de l’Air française, la 

préoccupation environnementale prise en charge 

par les Commissaires des Armées » 

Résumé des entretiens passés  avec les 

ex-Commissaires de l’Armée de l’Air Catherine 

Bourdes et Arnaud Mozgawa 

 Depuis la réforme des Armées entreprise 

en 2010, et qui fait suite au Livre Blanc de la 

Défense en 2008, de nombreuses fonctions au sein 

de l’Armée ont été centralisées et placées sous la 

responsabilité des Commissaire des Armées. 

 Le statut du Commissaire est particulier : 

opérationnellement, il est inséré dans les armées, 

mais hiérarchiquement, il dépend directement du 

Ministère de la Défense. Une de ses fonctions et de 

transposer les règlements dans la zone 

opérationnelle dont il a la responsabilité. Ses 

préoccupations sont d’ordres financiers, comptables 

et juridiques, mais il est aussi en charge des 

questions environnementales. Par exemple, il gère 

les programmes d’économie d’énergie du site où il 

est affecté, ainsi que l’approvisionnement en 

fournitures courantes et services (par opposition 

aux programmes d’armement qui relève quant à lui 

de la responsabilité de la DGA). Cependant, son 

action ne doit pas entraver l’activité opérationnelle ; 

il doit donc trouver un équilibre entre les différentes 

responsabilités dont il a la charge. 

 L’Armée de l’Air française s’est dotée de 

nombreuses innovations ces dernières années. La 

base d’Istres a réduit son empreinte carbone à 

l’aide de panneaux solaires, tandis que la base de 

Châteaudun se spécialise dans le démantèlement 

et le recyclage des avions en fin de vie, et que la 

base de Cazaux se concentre sur la protection des 

nappes phréatiques voisines. Si ces innovations ne 

se généralisent pas, ce n’est pas dû à une absence 

de volonté de la part des armées, mais plutôt à un 

manque de moyens à l’échelle nationale, explique 

le Commissaire Bourdes. La difficulté d’entretenir 

les infrastructures existantes a pour conséquence 

les trop nombreuses déperditions d’énergies au 

sein des 700 emprises militaires sur le territoire 

français. 

The aviation industry’s roadmap towards achieving 50% carbon emissions 

reduction by 2050 (source: ATAG) 

 



     
 

 Le Commissaire travaille en binôme avec le 

responsable de la base aérienne.  Celui-ci est 

responsable du bon voisinage avec les riverains, et 

se doit d’écouter leurs doléances quant à la 

pollution sonore, ou aux atteintes à l’environnement. 

Il est donc tenu de responsabiliser sa troupe à ces 

enjeux, et d’appliquer les directives de protection de 

l’environnement décidées par le ministère de la 

Défense (non-survol au-dessus des zones de 

reproduction des espèces protégées, protection des 

espaces naturels faisant partie du réseau Natura 

2000…). 

 La sensibilité aux questions 

environnementales s’est accrue depuis 2009, 

explique le Commissaire Mozgawa, avec la prise 

d’importance de la section biodiversité, et affecte 

notamment le carnet de commande adressé aux 

industriels. Par exemple, la SIMMAD (Structure 

Intégrée du Maintien en condition opérationnelle 

des Matériels Aéronautiques du Ministère de la 

Défense) s’est engagée à modifier ses clauses de 

sélections en faveur de matériels qui présentent le 

moins de substance nocives, comme l’amiante. Un 

focus sur les solutions provenant des PME 

françaises et respectueuses de l’environnement est 

aussi attendu de la part des Commissaires des 

Armées. 

 Le Commissaire est donc confronté à la 

problématique très répandue au sein de l’Armée 

française de devoir faire beaucoup avec peu de 

moyens. Il est donc crucial pour ses fournisseurs de 

proposer des solutions innovantes à grande échelle, 

afin de pouvoir amortir le coût de son 

investissement. Une communication étroite avec les 

responsables opérationnels est aussi nécessaire, 

afin de comprendre à quelles difficultés ils sont 

confrontés dans la recherche d’une gestion 

respectueuse de l’environnement de leur base 

militaire. 
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